Creating Activities in GoReact for instructors

OVERVIEW

Instructors may need to create activities to accomplish tasks like homework or discussions as a part of GoReact course. Below are some steps.

STEPS

Step 1. Open your GoReact dashboard on a browser (PC or Mobile).

Step 2. Choose the course you are working on (e.g., EPCE 6094) from the left panel.

Step 3. Click the New Activity button at bottom left.

Step 4. Enter a name for the activity (required). Enter the number of points this activity will be worth, available date, and due date if you like. Select the type of Activity you want to create. And then click on “Create Activity”.

Create Activity

Pts

Type

Presenter Self-Record
Participants submit their own video for feedback.

Live Record
Record video that participants can join for live feedback (in-class or streamed online). Recordings may be started by you or the presenters.

Stimulus—Video Response
Participants submit a video response synchronized with a stimulus/prompt media.

Stimulus—Comment Only
Participants discuss or comment on a stimulus/prompt media. No video response is submitted.
Step 5. Now you can:

a. Enter typed recording and feedback instructions.

b. Add video recording feedback instructions.

c. Add stimulus media or other resources as applicable to your activity type.

d. Specify what types of feedback you'd like to allow for this activity.

e. Add Markers or Rubrics.

Now you're ready to begin recording!